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XGA MicroPortable Multimedia Projector M3
Compatibility 

Computer:  Digital and Analogue PC, MAC, Workstation, 1280 x 1024 max resolution  

Mouse and Control  USB 

Video  PAL, SECAM, NTSC 

Display 

Resolution  1024 x 768 

Brightness  1100 ANSI lumens, 500 : 1 contrast ratio

Lamp  120W UHP, 2000 hrs 

Lens and Image 

Lens  1.3x Zoom Lens, 1.3 - 10m focusing distance 

Diagonal Image Size  0.75 - 5.85m / 30 - 230" 

Keystone Correction  Fixed optical and adjustable digital keystone correction 

Connectivity 

Computer DVI-I and USB for computers with DVI or VGA output 

Video*  RCA for Composite and 4pin DIN for S-Video connectivity

Speaker*  1 W Mono Speaker 

Audio*  2x Line in, 1x Line out 

Weight

Weight  1.5 kg 

Supplied Material 

Module PC / Video

Cables  Cables for Digital and Analogue computer and USB mouse, 2m

Audio and Video cable, 2m* 

Power Cord, 3m 

Accessories  Soft carrying case and projector pouch with cable organizer

BatMouseTM IV Remote Control w/batteries and laser pointer

Lens cap, User’s guide, Projector Manager Software and 

Online Documentation 

Scart Adapter** 

General 

Conformances CE, UL, cUL, FCC Class A 

Power Supply  90 - 264 VAC, 47 - 63 Hz 

Power Consumption  < 170W operating, < 5W Standby

Operating Noise < 30 dB(A) (typical)

* PC / Video module required for Audio and Video capabilities 

** Country Dependent

Proxima ASA
K. G. Meldahlsvei 9
N-1602 Fredrikstad 
Norway
Tel.: +47 69 34 01 55
Fax: +47 69 34 06 32
E-mail: firmapost@askproxima.com

Notebook
Computer

Ideal travel companion

Multimedia solution (Video Module)

Notebook
Computer

Camcorder

DVD/VCR

www.askproxima.com
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10,00
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5,85

1,30
0,58
0,76

2,00
0,90
1,17

4,00
1,79
2,34

6,00
2,69
3,51

8,00
3,59
4,68

Screen width
Distance to screen in meters
Min. Width in meters
Max. Width in meters

10,00
221
289

1,30
29
38

2,00
44
58

4,00
89
115

6,00
133
173

8,00
177
231

Screen diagonal
Distance to screen in meters
Min. Diagonal in inches
Max. Diagonal in inches

Distance to screen in meters
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XGA MicroPortable Multimedia Projector M3

BRIGHT
1100 ANSI lumens and XGA resolution

SMALL AND QUIET
1.5 kg light, extremely quiet with < 30dB(A)

SMART AND FLEXIBLE
The first inteligent projector with modularity



Ideal travel companion
The ASK M3 is small and light enough to simply put in your brief-

case, and when traveling you can snap off the video module to carry

even less and lighter. The flexible, bright little M3 projector is the

ideal travel companion. All the power you need and no hassle to

take along.

Quiet
At less than 30dB this projector is as quiet as a soft whisper and will

not disturb your presentation or be noticed by your audience. The

M3 is the quietest projector in the market, designed to maximize work

efficiency and minimize distraction.  After all, you want your audi-

ence to concentrate on your presentation, not your projector.

Ideal for Home Theatre
With high contrast that gives truly black blacks and white whites, as

well as outstanding video quality, you will get Cinema-like video

experience with the detachable video module.  In addition you can

optimize the colors through setting gamma and color temperature.

The optional UTP-module gives HDTV-compatibility as well.

The first intelligent projector
The ASK M3 Automatic Room Light Sensing (ARLS) feature

adjusts the image settings for you. In addition you can adjust both

Gamma and color temperature settings through the WindowsTM

like menu system. Optical and digital zoom makes image sizing

easy.  Digital Keystone correction ensures that your image will

remain rectangular wherever you place the projector.



The M3 uses the latest in projector technology
to deliver sharp, detailed images with stunning
colors and high contrast. 

Feature packed
The ASK M3 is packed with features: Digital

zoom; digital keystone correction; Automatic

Room Light Sensing; mask/reveal; freeze; laser

pointer; direct source access via the BatMouseTM IV

remote control; DVI-I for digital and analog com-

puters; USB mouse; ceiling mountable; rear screen

projection and more. The logo capture feature

allows you to use your own logo on the opening

screen; Projector Manager PC software lets you

control the 

presentation effects directly from your computer,

and lets you update the projector with a click of

your mouse.

Great flexibility
The ASK M3 is truly suited for both mobile use

and installation, thanks to the flexibility of its

modular construction. The base unit has DVI for

digital and analog data transmission, and USB for

mouse emulation and control. With the

ProjectorLinkTM and the UTP module you get a sin-

gle cable solution that connects to up to six

sources simultaneously for installation in the office

or at home: no unsightly coils of cable. The

video/data module lets you connect video and

audio in addition to computer and mouse.


